Disney Characters - Word Search

There are a lot of famous Disney characters to be find in this word search puzzle. Select a difficulty (easy, medium or hard) and try to find them. The words in this word search are hidden across and down, with no backwards.

```
D S S M O W G L I M
S L N L E T P N M A
P E E I E A L T G L
J E E R Y R U T B E
A P Z D O Z T H H F
Q Y Y O R A O U U I
J N S C E N F M E C
A N H B H A P P Y E
Q E V I L Q U E E N
N B E L L E N R J T
```

BELLE  EVILQUEEN  JAQJAQ  PLUTO  TARZAN
DOC    HAPPY      MALEFICENT SLEEPY THUMPER
EYORE  HUEY       MOWGLI    SNEEZY
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